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Peter Tam
Senior Project Manager
Division of Reactor Projects, I/IH
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Rockville, MD
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D'ear Mr. Tam:

It was good to finally meet you on in Atlanta on April 21 at the Region II
NRC/WVA management meeting regarding the Watts Bar nuclear facility. Global
Sustainability hopes to work with you in efforts to access public NRC:documents
pertaining to Tennessee Valley Authority clear projects specifically the Watts Bar
facility.

As we mentioned in Atlanta, we would to receive all NRC distributions re-
garding the Watts Bar nuclear plant. Information of interest would include meeting.
-announcements. and reports published by both NRC and TVA. As we mentioned
before, it is difficult to locate specific documents in Chattanooga's public document
room because the cataloguing system only indexes. the documents chronologically.
Additionally, the public document room receives the catalogued information 30
days after the document/ report is circulated throughout NRC. Because we are
seeking NRC intervenor status, however, we wish to receive Watts Bar documents
as they are circulated or receive a list of documents submitted to the document
room ahead of time.

'We also wish to obtain particular documents published by the NRC. The
following documents were referred to at the April 21 meeting:.

' A copy of the Independent Plant Evaluation submitted to NRC by TVA's
Watts Bar staff originally and the revised IPE then mentioned they were
"resubmitting'? during the week of April 21. This was mentioned by D.E. Nunn, vice
president of WVA Nuclear Projects.'

* -Copy of the VA material traceability review conducted by WA regarding;
problems with traceabililty of materials at the Watts Bar plant referred to at a:
NRC/TVA meeting on April 2, 1992. Global Sustainability would like any docu-
ments, references and/or history of the material traceability problems. We also:
request the report of the NRC Test Van scheduled for May, 1993.
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* -The Watts Bar FSAR

* - On page 12 of the April 21 meeting itinerary, a Corrective Action Program!
Special Projects (CAP/SP) chart distinguishes CAP/SP near term completion status.
According to this chart, the first seven programs have been completed. There is no
completion date for these completed CAP's in the chart; it is only denoted by an "X".
We would like to either have copies' of the complete CAP/SP for Heat Code Traceabil-

- ity, Concrete Quality Program, Seismic Analysis, Use-As-Is CAQs, Soil Liquification
arnd the Master Fuse List. We would also like completed CAP/SP reports for in':
progress including Welding Issues, QA Records and Equipment Qualification/Mech.
EQ. As these reports become available, we hope to see final studies.

* On page 13 of the meeting itinerary, these is a charge titled "NRC Open Items
Workoff Curve WBN-Licensing." We would like a current list of open items being
worked on at the plant and a schedule for how these items will be resolved.'We would
also like the revised version of this graph referred to at the April 21 meeting.

* On page 14 of the meeting itinerary, there is mention of seven procedures (PTI)
now in NRC review. Apparently, six or seven have already made it through the NRC
review process. We would like copies of the completed procedures and the problems
not found by TVA's JTG process. We also request the completed system reports (ATns
and PTIs) mentioned on page 14. Additionally we would like to know where the docu-
ment numbers for the component tests and flushing.

The following are two items brought up by NRC (I believe Merschoffl which were not
in the agenda provided by. TVA:

* 0 The inspectors report which was to be completed 30 days after the April 21
meeting regarding an employee concern'

* A CATV' (Corrective Action Tracking Document) which was closed prematurely
by Watts Bar staff and was apparently reopened in response to an employee concern.

* NRC Safety Evaluation Report (NUREG-0847, Supp. 9)

- NRC Quarterly Report

* Proposed exemptions for the plant from code specifications (document numbers
will be :suitable).

* The EOP and supporting documentation provided to the NRC prior to its in-.
spection of the Watts Bar plant. We would like documents and/or document num-
bers of EOP related matters and the final NRC review of the Watts Bar plant for EOP
-procedures.



'* VWe talked about a particular 2000 page document which basically outlined the
possibilities for a nuclear meltdown at the Watts Bar plant. We would greatly appre-
ciate a copy in view that it would still cost us approximately $250 to order from the
GPO.

Any. .buet/dcmn nubr d

' * Any documents/document numbers regarding past safety problems at the
Watts Bar plant which are now in "corrective" programs through the NRC.

Lastly, a series of future meetings were mentioned in passing throughout the
management meeting. Please keep us up to date on the times and places of these
meetings. We are interested in knowing how many of the issues discussed in Atlanta
will be addressed.

We realize this is quite a list of requests and appreciate your concern and time
in these matters. But as we mentioned in Atlanta, we feel that the availability and
accessibility of this information is limited as such.

Please send information as it becomes available to the address above.: Thank
ou for your time.

Danielle Droitsch
Energy Project
Global Sustainability


